
 

 

It’s A One-Off   
By Raymond Kershaw July 2020 
 
This is easy to remember.  It will help you to avoid errors and will save you time and 
mental energy: 
  
In a non-contact position all your remaining checkers are in your home board 
and at least one checker is on your ace point.  Then, in either money or match 
play and whatever you roll next, you will never regret playing an ace by 
moving 1/off. 
 
In Backgammon (1976), Paul Magriel says “it may be proved that no possible 
position can exist when it is wrong to use a 1 to bear a man off the one point”. 
 
Magriel is ranking moves in terms of the resulting average number of rolls (ar) 
required to complete the bear off. 
 
eXtreme Gammon (XG) reports the effective pip count (epc) for a position.  epc is 
the average number of pips you will roll to complete your bear off.  Since the average 

roll has 8
1

6
 pips, ar equals epc divided by 8

1

6
. 

 
For example, with your last checker on your 6pt, your chance of bearing off with one 
roll is 27/36 and with two rolls is 9/36.  Hence your ar is (3/4*1) + (1/4*2) = 1.25.  And 

your epc is 1.25 * 8
1

6
 = 10.21. 

 
In the Winter 2020 issue of PrimeTime, the USBGF’s quarterly magazine, Art 
Benjamin reports that no one has come up with a formal mathematical proof of 
Magriel’s Theorem but it has been verified by complete search of all relevant 
positions and dice rolls. 
 
A formal mathematical proof is beyond me but in this article I explain why Magriel’s 
Theorem is correct and present arguments (not, I believe, previously published) that 
playing 1/off has two more attractive properties.  
 
Let’s look at some money backgammon positions. 
 
Examples 
 
Just to be clear, we are not looking at positions like this where not all your remaining 
checkers are in your home board: 
 

 

 Move ar epc 

7/6, 5/off 7.48 61.05 
7/2, 1/off 7.62 62.26 
 
1/off is not the better play here but we are not 
looking at positions where there is a checker 
to bear in. 



 

 

In these two positions, Blue should resist the temptation to slot an empty point 
instead of playing 1/off: 
 

 

 

Move ar epc 

6/1 with 1/off 8.19 66.92 

6/1 with 6/5 8.23 67.21 

Art Benjamin gives this example.  Blue should 
not slot her empty 5pt. 
(Her equity loss depends on the location of 
Black’s checkers and of the cube.) 

   

 

 

Move ar epc 
5/off with1/off 
1/off 

7.13 58.19 

5/off with 5/4 7.16 58.50 

Blue should not slot her empty 4pt. 
(Her equity loss depends on the location of 
Black’s checkers and of the cube.) 

 
The superiority of playing 1/off results from two factors: 
 

• To gain by declining to bear off one checker with 1/off, you would have to 
save two failures to bear off in the future. 

• Using one pip to bear off a checker on the ace point involves no pip wastage. 
 
Magriel Theorem – boost #1 
 
Try this experiment with XG.  For any relevant position and dice roll, determine: 
 

A. the best play which includes 1/off 
B. the best play which does not include 1/off. 

 
Then for both A and B, observe their epc’s after the best play of each of the twenty-
one possible next rolls. 
 
Whatever is the next roll, either A results in a lower epc or A and B are equal. 
 
In general in playing backgammon, you make the play which has the greatest equity 
but the dice don’t always co-operate and, after you have rolled, you wish you had 
made a different play.  By contrast, you will never regret having played 1/off. 
  



 

 

For example, here are A and B resulting from the position above: 
 

 

 

 

A  Blue has correctly 
played 5/off with 1/off 

 B  Blue has wrongly 
played 5/off with 5/4 

 
If Blue’s next roll does not include a 4 (except for 11), then A results in a lower epc 
than B.  If Blue’s next roll includes a 4 or is 11, A and B result in the same position.  
This is called transposition which means reaching the same position by different 
routes. 
 
(As an aside, there are a few positions where, in order to minimise epc, you should 
reject a direct bear off with 2/off, 3/off or 4/off.)  
 
Magriel Theorem – boost #2 
 
Minimising average rolls is not always the objective.  Sometimes you need to 
maximise the chance of winning a single or a gammon or a backgammon on your 
next roll.  That can require not minimising epc on this roll.  Here are two examples 
where there is no ace to play from the ace point: 
 

 

 

 

5/off, 4/3 correct to 
maximise winning chance 
on next roll 
epc = 21.01 
 
5/off, 3/2 wrong 
epc = 19.66 

 3/off, 3/2 correct to 
maximise gammon chance 
on next roll 
epc = 18.48 
 
3/off, 2/1 wrong 
epc = 16.08                



 

 

With two, three, four or five checkers in your home board and an ace to play, to 
maximise your chance of bearing off on your next roll, it is never wrong to bear off 
from the ace point with an ace.  This is perhaps not quite obvious with four checkers 
which have a longer discussion. 
 

 

 With two checkers in her 
home board, 1/off is better 
than 6/5 or 5/4 and is equal 
to 4/3, 3/2 or 2/1. 
 
1/off is better than 5/4 
 

   

 

 With three checkers in her 
home board, Blue must play 
1/off to leave two checkers. 
 
1/off is better than 6/5 
 

   

 

 With five checkers in her 
home board, Blue must play 
1/off to leave four checkers. 
 
1/off is better than 4/3 or 3/2 

 
With four checkers in her home board, Blue can either move a checker one pip from 
her highest occupied point or play 1/off. 
 

 

 If there are two or more 
checkers on the highest 
occupied point, the plays 
are equal. 
 
5/4 and 1/off both give 
double 5 or better. 

  



 

 

 

 

If there is one checker on 
the highest occupied 
point, moving it to the 
next highest occupied 
point is equal with 1/off. 
 
5/4 and 1/off both give 
double 4 or better. (top) 
 
4/3 and 1/off both give 
double 3 or better.  (bottom) 

 

 

   

 

 

If there is one checker on 
the highest occupied 
point and it cannot be 
moved to the next highest 
occupied point, 1/off is 
better * 
 
6/5 gives double 5 or better 
but 1/off gives double 4 or 
better.  (top) 
 
6/5 gives double 5 or better 
but 1/off gives double 3 or 
better.  (middle) 
 
*  with one trivial exception: 
 
3/2 and 1/off both give 
double 2 or better.  (bottom) 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Very advanced players will recognise positions where your objective is to bear off in 
your next two rolls.  Here is one where there is no ace to play from the ace point 
 

 

 

6/off, 3/2 correct to 
maximise chance to bear off 
in next two rolls with 22 
then 66 or 55;  or with 66 or 
55 then 66, 55, 44, 33 or 22. 
 
All other plays have a lower 
epc but give only 66 or 55 
then 66, 55, 44 or 33. 

 
In order to finish bearing off in your next two rolls, is it ever wrong to bear off from 
the ace point with an ace?  I doubt it but that is left as a challenge. 
 
Does match play make a difference? 

You always want to win a game in a match.  The difference from money play is the 
value of a gammon to either you or your opponent.  This depends on the match score 
and the location of the doubling cube. 

You need to consider the gain (if any) from winning a gammon versus the risk of losing 
the game.  However since it appears that in a money game playing 1/off never 
increases the risk of losing the game, this conclusion applies also in match play. 
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